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Playing Cards with a Quantum Twist 
Göttingen, Germany - QED Playing Cards (qedplayingcards.com) proudly announces the 
QUANTUM playing cards are are available on Kickstarter in June 2021. Designed by a particle 
physicist, these physics-themed cards are for anyone who loves physics or enjoys card games.


At first glance, the QUANTUM playing cards seem like an ordinary deck of cards, suitable for 
anything from poker to card tricks, but it quickly becomes clear that they are designed with 
quantum physics in mind. Each face card depicts one of twelve luminaries of quantum physics 
such as Marie Curie, Max Planck, Satyendra Nath Bose and Richard Feynman. Highly detailed 
symbols and imagery tell the story of their lives and scientific work to inspire an interest to learn 
more about them.


The deck is packed with fascinating facts about quantum physics. The box features the 
Schrödinger equation and Rutherford’s atomic model. Schrödinger’s cat - alive and dead - are the 
jokers. Included is a card to help you try Thomas Young’s double-slit experiment at home, which 
shows the wave nature of light.


“Playing cards offer a unique canvas for artwork that everyone can enjoy”, said Jason Veatch, 
designer and QED Playing Cards co-founder.  “Physics is my greatest passion and I found playing 
cards are an excellent medium for science communication and education in a fun and engaging 
way.” When he isn’t making playing cards with Yuko, his co-founder and wife, Jason can be found 
searching for new particles related to the Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN.


QUANTUM playing cards are available on Kickstarter for $12 June 1st - June 30th, 2021 and will 
be available for purchase at various retailers later this year.


For more information please visit the Kickstarter page:


www.kickstarter.com/projects/qedplayingcards/quantum-playing-cards


or contact Yuko and Jason:


Email: QEDPlayingCards@gmail.com

Website: www.qedplayingcards.com

Instagram: @qedplayingcards

Facebook: QEDPlayingCards

Twitter: @CardsQed
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